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Autumn House Press is pleased to announce the release of the
2016 AHP Nonfiction Contest winner, RUN SCREAM UNBURY
SAVE, by Katherine McCord. Katherine McCord hilariously and
poignantly captures living, as a
writer/person/mother/professor/wife, that is, as anyone, overly
aware and stunned by the time we are in, this often fascinating but
very difficult age."
List Price: $17.95
ISBN: 978-1-938769-18-4
Number of pages: 160
Genre: Nonfiction
Publication Date: 02/07/17

About the Book: “Too often, it seems to me, we construct our books as if they are mere
transcriptions of oral tales, desiring to invoke a waking dream in the reader while disguising the
scaffolding of the narrative delivery device (the book itself), suppressing, consciously, the selfconscious consideration of self-consciousness. McCord, in RUN SCREAM UNBURY SAVE,
reignites the curious rotary engine of curiosity, the spirographic folding back, that ululation, as a
great storyteller confronting the unique high-techery of the book. Believe me, this book cannot,
ever, be made into a movie or binge TV series or streamed video. No, it is a book’s BOOK. A map
more detailed than the thing it represents. It confronts the BOOK and does what only the BOOK
can do and does it with goddamn gumption and infinite grace.”
—Michael Martone, author of Michael Martone and Memoranda
About the Author: Katherine McCord is the author of two books of poetry, Island and Living
Room, and the lyric essay/memoir, My CIA. She teaches writing at Stevenson University and the
University of Maryland University College.
If you are interested in reviewing the book or scheduling a reading with the author, please don’t
hesitate to email our Editor in Chief, Christine Stroud: cstroud@autumnhouse.org. This title is
available from our distributor, UPNE Book Partners.
Sincerely,
Ryan Kaune
Managing Editor

For a complete list of our catalog and information on our authors please visit our website:
http://www.autumnhouse.org/

